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CMP~RI 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It is the purpose of this study to analyze the material 
contained in five fifth and sixth grade manuals for use with 
history textbook series, considering their type, variety and 
usefulness. 
Social studies is so significant an area of education in 
the development of leadership responsibility that much emphasis 
is placed upon the history textbooks and history textbooks' 
manuals. 
In the selection of history series' texts the manuals, 
like the textbooks, are valuable aids in giving continuity and 
unity in the teaching of social studies. 
Teacher's guides and manuals should not be restricted or 
rigid to be followed in every minute detail, but rather an 
outline and guide to give direction and motivation. 
Modern education emphasi~es that in the teaching of social 
studies there must be adaptation in both method and content to 
harmonize with a child's learning. The availability today of 
I 
such a variety of instructional aids and activities makes pos-
sible an entirely free and flexible approach in the modern 
classroom. 
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In the organization of materials for the social studies 
for school purposes there has been much experimentation and 
progressive development. During the early years of the cen-
tury the only social studies made use of during the elementary 
school years were history, civil government, and geography. 
History was largely a collection of disconnected biographies 
or was a brief narrative concerned with political and military 
events. Civil government described framework, or structure. 
Geography was mainly descriptive. 
After many schemes of organization were tried out, there 
was an attempt to bring about a greater degree of relatedness 
in the "social process" approach or the approach through the 
"functions of society." This plan may still have value on the 
upper-grade or college level, but for the elementary school 
it leaves much to be improved. There is wasteful and monoto-
nous repetition from one grade to another; and in most areas 
children have first to gain a background in understanding the 
life and culture of a community before they can satisfactorily 
understand the 'processes" or "functions.'' 
To integrate, as far as may be possible, values from all 
the methods of organization, Kelty states: 
. History is used as the tissue which binds all the 
materials together into a coherent whole; it is a natural 
'carrier' because of its very structure. Then materials 
from other social-science fields, including the social 
aspects of geography, are chosen for their functional 
value; they include 'threads' or topics, generalizations, 
and social processes. All these are woven into the fabric 
of the historical development, together with needed 
elements from art, music, religion, philosophy, litera-
ture, the technology, and the social effects of 
2 
scientific discoveries and advances. 1 
Kelty goes on to state: 
The whole forms a closely knit, coherent, cumulative 
program, providing for steady growth and development. 
There is little repetition of fields, as was true in the 
older wasteful repetition of American history in the 
middle grades, junior high school, and senior high school. 
Yet basic concepts are introduced in different settings at 
different levels, so that they can be viewed fro~ many 
angles and seen in many different relationships. 
It has been well said that, "A free society is built and 
maintained through the citizenship activities of free citi-
zens.tt3 It is very important that the teacher shall know the 
characteristics which a free citizen must possess. The char-
acteristics of a good citizen are a composite involving his 
knowledge, beliefs, skills, attitudes, and actions. He be-
lieves in a free, self-governing society; works for the best 
interests of the whole group; respects the rights and property 
of those both far and near; has confidence that free men can 
solve their own problems by means of democratic methods; par-
ticipates voluntarily in civic life and willingly discharges 
his responsibilities; he obeys the expressed will of the major-
ity; he uses his influence to make law and order prevail; 
shows interest in and seeks objectively to find solutions for 
lMary G. Kelty, A Manual for the Story of Life in America 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1947), p. 7. 
lem 
for 
the 
2Loc. cit. 
3Hubert Evans and Ryland W. Crary, "The Citizen as Frob-
Solver," Twent~-second Yearbook of the National Council 
the Social stu fes (Washington, D.c.: National council for 
Social Studies), p. 29. 
3 
civic problems, and lastly, acquires skill in the techniques 
of democratic action. 4 
Manuals and teacher's guides endeavor to set up major 
learnings or understandings for the organized units of history 
texts to guide the teacher in determining what subject matter 
and learning activities help to develop the theme or topic of 
the unit. Guide books are written for the busy and for the 
inexperienced teachers, to aid them in planning their work 
more quickly and effectively. 
Heretofore, too little time was devoted to the selection 
of textbooks and especially textbooks with well-organized 
manuals. Today, however, teachers and selection committees 
who have the responsibility of studying and selecting textbooks 
and guide books realize the importance of using good judgment. 
It is hoped that this study of guide books and manuals 
will help selection committees in determining which history 
textbook manuals adequately aid in the teaching of history. 
4 Loc. cit. 
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
History down through the ages is marked by great change. 
Since it is a development of events of the past and their ef-
fect upon civilized groups, it is necessary to be concerned 
with the effect history has on the present in relation to the 
understandings to be developed for children growing up in a 
democratic society. 
Much emphasis is placed today on living together in one 
world, and a knowledge and understanding of the way in which 
human society and institutions have emerged is necessary if we 
are to understand their effect on the present and the future. 
In the social studies field there has been much experimen-
tation in curriculum organization over the last twenty-five 
years. It is a usual procedure in some schools to teach his-
tory and geography as separate subjects. In other schools the 
plan is to correlate the two subjects: the history of the 
United States has been taught at the same time as the geography 
of the United States. In still other schools the two subjects 
are no longer divided but have been integrated or fused. In 
some, social studies programs are developed around a sequence 
of units Which may be classified as primarily historical or 
geographical in content. Another variation found in practice 
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is that of having a history curriculum in one grade and a 
geography curriculum in another. So widely varied and dif-
ferent are the curricula in elementary schools that more new 
geography books and history books for the grades are in demand 
than are the general social studies texts which are not devel-
oped around these specific subjects. 
The Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges 
"endorses the continued study of the various social 
studies, both separately and in meaningful combinations ••• 
It believes that there are values in the study of sys-
tematic and organized bodies of materials; for an under-
standing of society and its problems the study of the 
slow evolution of institutions and nations is necessary. 
The careful study of history will result in an under-
standing of chronology, continuity! cause and effect, and 
of trends, forces, and movements." 
History, as history, has its place in the elementary 
school. Though its understandings are developed in a simple 
and elementary way in the middle grades, they are important 
elements in the social studies program. 
Teachers ~oday are finding it extremely difficult to cover 
much of the subject matter in the elementary school because of 
the number of subjects, overcrowding, and as has been stated 
by Preston: 
The social studies contain potentially more material 
than any other division of the elementary-school curricu-
lum. A survey of any random collection of courses of 
study in the social studies leaves one with the thought 
tha t virtually nothing in social experience has escaped 
be lhg .. : taught somewhere and some time and at practically 
every grade level. Available content is so vast and 
!Report of the Committee on American History in Schools 
and Colleges, Edgar B. Wesley, Director: American History in 
Schools and Colleges (New York: Macmillan Co., 1944}, p. 62. 
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courses! of study are often so vague, it is no wonder some 
teachers merely ride their own hobbies, fall back on some 
ill-conceived outline, or slavishly follow textbooks. 
There i
1
s great need for school faculties to devote closer 
study and harder thinking to determine ~ources and stan-
dards for the choice of subject matter. 
I 
Much is' beard today of the unit method, and Preston goes 
on to say: 
I ~e unit method is one of the really important and 
substantial residues of the varied school experimentation 
of the last 25 years. The unit approach relates to the 
arrangement of content and to the methods of study. 
sc1ope of the unit. A unit is as large a block of 
related subject matter as can be overviewed by the learner. 
In terms of the quantity of content embraced, it stands 
midway ~between the subject and the lesson. American his-
tory is customarily regarded as a subject, and the 
Missou~i Compromise might be one of its subsidiary lessons. 
A unit 'in American history, on the other band, is organ-
ized ar
1
ound a significant period, culture, institution, 
invent~on, or other phase of American history that can 
profitably be singled out for special examination. 
I The unit is comlrehensive. Perhaps the chief char-
acteristic of the un t is its comprehensiveness. A study 
of coldnial life, if organized as a unit, would be pur-
sued irttensively in many relationships. Colonial com-
merce, ;colonial schools, colonial recreation, and 
colonial industrial arts as they interact with one another 
are so~e of the aspects that would be investigated. Thus, 
while the unit's scope may superficially appear limited, 
it broadens and grows into a web of connecting threads. 
' The unit may become too com rehensive. Comprehen-
siveness n e un t can eas1 y e urne into an evil. 
Teachers defeat its purpose when, in an effort to achieve 
I comprehensiveness, they include too much material. This 
danger !was clearly recognized by Morrison, one of the 
pioneers in developing the unit concept, in his reminder 
to the teacher •that his pupils after all can read and 
that the accumulation of wisdom will not end with his 
course.' If a study is made to appear to round out all 
that is worth knowing about a subject, it is not only 
giving ja false impression but is hastening the process of 
2Ralph 1 C. Preston, Teaching Social Studies in the Elemen-
tary School (New York: Rinehart & Company, 1950), p. 31. 
I 
I 
I 
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.forgetting and discouraging .further thinking in the area. 
If, on the other hand, a study is concluded with the 
.frank a~mission that the area has been merely opened, 
that th
1
e data are .far from complete, that many questions 
remain ~o be answered, a more truthful picture is being 
presented, and the door left open for .further inquiry.3 
In the organization o.f some of the manuals or guides a 
I 
short introd'uction to each unit reviews the more important 
I implications j that are to be covered. 
I Although there may be found teachers who do not use a 
I . 
study guide br manual, much use may be made o.f the suggestions 
i . 
and activitii s to enable the teacher to determine what subject 
matter and learning activities help to develop the theme or 
I 
topic o.f thel unit. In regard to the use o.f the Teachers 
Guide, HartJ an, Saunders and Nevins state: 
I 
This Teachers Guide sets up some o.f the major learn-
ings or understandings for each unit to guide the teacher 
in determining what subject matter and learning activi-
ties he
1
lp to develop the theme or topic o.f the unit. They 
are not be given to the pupils to be memorized. In the 
I process o.f evaluation, the teacher finds out whether or 
not the1se understandings have been developed by the work 
of the 
1
uni t. One of the purposes o.f a unit is to achieve 
these understandings or major learnings and not to memor-
ize is , lated items o.f subject matter. 
I A]l activities given in the textbooks and in the 
Teache~s Guide are merely suggestions. Pupils will often 
have excellent ideas .for further activities, and they 
should jbe encouraged to make them, because here is an 
opportunity .for pupil participation in planning. Tasks 
that cHildren set .for themselves produc~ growth in 
learning that assigned tasks never can. 
I In these days o.f increased enrollments, overloaded currie~ 
ulums and dJ tailed record-keeping, teachers look .for manuals 
3Ibid. ,. PP· 71-73. 
- · 
4Gertrdde Hartman, Lucy S. Saunders, Allan Nevins, ~achers 
Guide for Builders of the Old World (Boston: D.C.Heath and Com-
pa-ny, 1959) ,~ p. 9. __ 
I 
I 
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with the new textbooks in social studies to better facilitate 
... 
the planning more quickly and effectively the important learn-
ings to be achieved in each unit of work. 
The analysis of the history manuals includes the different 
types of information contained therein; the variety or activi-
ties; the methods of introducing a unit; the testing of evalua-
tions; and the value of the type of manuals which stand out as 
a significant help in the teaching of social studies. 
It is hoped that this analysis of history manuals will 
prove their uset:ulness. 
9 
- -=~- -
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the manuals or 
teachers' guides of five history textbook series. The manuals 
were selected from the same series in both the fifth and sixth 
grade levels. The manuals used in this study were: 
A5. Allan Nevins, 
the Americas. 
A6. 
B5. Cordier, R. w., and E. B. Robert, Resources in 
Teaching History of Young America. New York: Rand 
McNally, 1951. 
B6. Cordier, R. w., and E. B. Robert, Resources in 
Teaching History of World Peoples. New York: Rand 
McNally, 1951. 
C5. Painter, Fred B., Teacher's Guidebook for Buildin~ 
Our America. New York: Cliarles Scribner's Sons, 953. 
C6. Moore, Clyde B., Teacher's Guidebook for Building Our 
World. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953. 
D5. Kelty, Mary G., A Manual for the StoEt of Life in 
America and Key for Pupilfs Guide to~ne Story of 
Life in America. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1947. 
D6. Kelty, Mary G., A Manual for Other Lands and Other 
Times and Key for Pupil's Guide to Other Eands and 
Other Times. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1951. 
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E5. 
E6. 
Southworth, 
Southworth, 
New World. 
l950. 
Southworth, 
Southworth, 
Old World. 
l950. 
Gertrude Van D~yn, and John Van Duyn 
A Teacher's Manual for Early Days in the 
New York: Iroquois Publishing Company, 
Gertrude Van Duyn, and John Van Duyn 
A Teacher's Manual for Long Ago in the 
New York: Iroquois Publishing Company, 
Hereafter, in this study each manual will be designated 
by the letter beside which the manual appears in the list 
above rather than by title. 
The writer was first concerned with the types and variety 
of materials found in manuals and their helpfulness in the 
teaching of history. Classifications for the study were set 
up according to the following plan: 
Number of pages.-- The number of pages in each manual was 
counted. They varied from sixty pages to one hundred ninety- I 
five. This tabulation can be seen in Table I. 
Units and chapters.-- Units and chapters were counted. 
It was found that eight of the manuals bad from 4 to 11 units. 
The remaining two manuals bad 22 chapters and 27 chapters, 
respectively. These results can be seen in Table I. 
Number of activities.-- The activities were counted, and 
these showed a difference of from 17 activities in manual B5 
to 144 activities in manual A5. Results ean be seen in Table 
I. 
Types of activities.-- All the suggestions on any activity 
were read, considered, and analyzed according to the following 
plan: 
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1. A list of the different types of activities was made. 
2. Each time an activity was mentioned it was counted. 
3. Library activity included counting every book refer-
ence, both for teachers and pupils. Then every time 
mention was made of making a collection of books for 
teaching history or building a background for the 
units being studied that was included in the count. 
4. Pictures referred to the number of times they were 
mentioned and also to the suggestion of making a col-
lection of them for studying the unit. In manuals E5 
and E6 picture study was particularly emphasized with 
a list of paragraphs describing pictures to be found 
in each unit, as for example: 
Picture Study, Page 407 (E5) 
Here Paul Revere is seen dashing through a moon-
lit village, warning the minutemen that the British 
are on the march. One minuteman, already dressed and 
clutching his musket, is leaving his house, while his 
wife stands unhappily in the doorway. One judges that 
this minuteman was a very rapid dresser, since Revere 
has only just arrived. 
5. Blackboards and bulletin boards were considered as 
separate activities. Each time mention was made for 
displaying items, such as, newspaper clippings, draw-
ings, bibliographies, graphs, poems, reports, announce-
ments, maps, cartoons, book jackets, and the like, all 
were counted as bulletin board items; blackboard dis-
plays or uses were counted in emphasizing a name, a 
word, or a date; in drawing a map, a time line, a 
12 
a graph, a chart, to show relative locations; to 
demonstrate position, size, or shape, and to give 
specific directions. 
6. Specimens included the collecting of stamps, coins, 
minerals, costumed dolls, Indian relics, and articles 
from foreign countries. 
7. Maps and globes were counted at each mention. 
8. Time line activity was counted each time mention was 
made whether or not it was a continuous activity from 
unit one to the last unit in the manual. 
9. Reporting activities were broken down into two cate-
gories, both oral and written. In the oral reporting 
everything that pertained to either individual reports 
or committee reports, forum or panel discussion, 
broadcasting speeches, a report on interviewing people 
who have information on the subject being studied, a 
talk on graphs, maps, posters, short dramatic presen-
tations, all were counted; in the case of written re-
ports, any report on the unit being studied, book 
reports, reports taken from research and recorded to 
be given from written notes, all these were counted. 
10. Discussion activities were considered when any men-
tion of a topic for "talking together" arose, or for o. 
debate, or comparison, or contrast. 
11. Creative expression included the counting of any form 
of dramatization, shadowgraph, puppet-making, living 
13 
pictures, wall hangings, preparation of booklets, 
bookwriting and art. 
12. Construction activities, which is another form of 
creative expression, were associated with the making 
of models, replicas, or miniatures, using wood at the 
classroom bench or in the shop. Units that included 
the above items were included in the tabulation. 
13. Trips and excursions mentioned in any unit were tabu-
lated. Any suggestion to investigate or explore was 
considered a trip or excursion; a trip or walk to a 
center of historic interest; these were counted. 
14. Audio-visual aids included exhibits, demonstrations, 
field trips, excursions, diagrams, charts, dioramas, 
models, films and filmstrips, radio programs and 
shadowgrapbs, songs and poems; these were tabulated 
as separate items. Results can be seen in Table II. 
Distribution of books, reading reference lists for pupils 
and teachers.-- This compilation included all books listed for 
background reading both for pupils and teachers. The results 
can be seen in Table III. 
Types of reading abilities listed in fifth and sixth 
grade manuals.-- In this tabulation or listing of reading 
skills the check indicates that the following skills in reading 
were found: 
1. Using indices 
2. Using dictionary 
14 
3. Using encyclopedias 
4. Using library facilities 
5. Other reference material 
6. Note-taking and reviewing notes to organize 
reports 
7. Making a summary 
8. Reading notes while making an oral report 
9. Reading selected passages orally to class 
10. Recognizing captions and section headings 
11. Italics 
12. Boldface print 
13. Footnotes 
The procedure for the listing of reading abilities in-
cluded analyzing each manual for each skill listed above. The 
results can be seen in Table IV . 
Types of tests listed in fifth and sixth grade manuals 
for five history textbook series.-- The various types of tests 
found were listed, and each manual was analyzed to find the 
tests as suggested. The check indicates that the different 
types of tests were found in the manuals. The essay ·type, 
although listed, was not used in any manual, since it has lost 
favor for use in the middle grades. The objective type tests 
were used in nearly all the manuals. Results can be seen in 
Table v ~ . 
General references and professional readings listed in 
fifth and sixth grade history manuals.-- Some of the manuals 
had lists of books for th~ teacher's use as a background _fo~ 
15 
the teaching of the units. A check indicates the manuals 
which had this special list. These results can be seen in 
Table VI. 
List of procedures used for developing the units in five 
fifth and sixth grade manuals.--A list of the specific proce-
dures used for developing the units was made from what was 
found in each manual. The check beside the procedure indicates 
that the manual suggests the use of the procedure. The pro-
cedures were as follows: 
1. Overview 
2. Introducing the unit 
3. Understandings to be developed 
4. Activities 
5. Suggested evaluation 
The results can be seen in Table VII. 
Types of appraisal and evaluation techniques listed in 
five fifth and sixth grade history series' manuals.-- In 
analyzing the types of appraisal and evaluation techniques in · 
each manual a check was placed beside the different techniques 
if they were found. The ·. list of techniques was as follows: 
1. Ability to work cooperatively in groups 
2. Ability to accept responsibility 
3. Attitudes of respect for the opinions and property 
of others 
4. · Attitudes leading to the sharing of information, 
tools, and materials 
5. Skill in planning work and participating in 
discussion 
16 
6. Skill in preparing, giving, and listening to 
reports 
7. Anecdotal records 
The results of the appraisal and evaluation techniques listed 
can be seen in Table VIII. 
Numerical distribution of publishers and addresses of 
sources of audio-visual aids.-- The number of publishers and 
the addresses of sources of audio-visual &Qds were counted and 1 
listed. The results can be seen in Table IX. 
Ways that units are introduced in five fifth and sixth 
grade history series' manuals.-- The various ways the units 
were introduced were checked in each manual and listed. The 
results can be seen in Table X. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the manuals or 
teachers' guides of five history textbook series. The manuals 
were selected from the same series in both the fifth and sixth 
grade levels. 
The initial step in this analysis of history manuals con-
sists of counting the number of pages, the number of units or 
chapters and the number of activities. Table I shows that 
there is a wide difference in the number of pages, which varies 
from 60 to 195. In the number of units or chapters the number 
varies from 4 units to 17, and the chapters vary from 22 to 26. 
The activities vary in number from 17 to 144. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF PAGES, UNITS OR CHAPTERS CONTAINED 
IN FIVE FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE MANUALS FOR 
HISTORY TEST SERIES 
No. of Pages No. of Units No. of 
Manual in Manuals or Chapters Activities 
A5 96 11 144 
A6 95 11 105 
B5 195 7 17 
B6 181 4 25 
C5 60 7 62 
06 90 9 113 
D5 103 7 93 
D6 112 10 81 
E5 75 22 (chap.) 100 
E6 104 27 (chap.) 127 
-18-
Table II shows the numerical distribution of types of 
classroom activities listed in fifth and sixth grade manuals 
for five history textbook series. 
It will be noted that there is great variety in the 
activities; library, pictures, blackboard uses, bulletin board 
displays, specimens of collections, maps, time line, reporting 
activities, both oral and written; discussion activities, 
creative expression, trips and excursions; film,slides and 
filmstrips, as well as songs and poems. 
In the library activities in all the manuals analyzed, 
Manual D5 has the greatest number of references, 425. This 
number refers to the number of books listed for gaining back-
ground reading in history. Manuals B5 and B6 have the fewest 
number of references, namely, nine each. Manual D6 has the 
next largest number, 380. Manual A5 lists 192 while A6 lists 
124; C5 lists 78 and C6 has 160; E5 lists 82 references and 
E6 bas 101. 
In the next item in the table, pictures are listed and 
range in number from 10 to 164, showing greatest emphasis in 
manual E6 with 164. E5 bas 155, while D5 has 75 and D6 bas 
57; C5 has 18 and C6, 79; B5 has 27 and B6, 48; A5 contains 
81 and A6, 10. 
In the use of blackboards, reference was made 21 times 
in Manual A5 and three t~ea in A6; eight times in B5 and 
seven in B6; four references in C5 and three in C6; thirty-
seven in D5 and twenty-three in D6; two in E5 and none in B6. 
The variety in number in the use of bulletin boards is 
19 
zero in manuals E5 and E6 to eighteen in A5, eleven in A6; 
seven in B5 and eight in B6; twenty-one in C5 and eight in C6; 
two in D5 and five in D6. 
The distribution in the list of activities on specimens 
or collections is as follows: twelve in A5 and five in A6; 
four in B5 and fourteen in B6; nine in C5 and eighteen in C6; 
twenty-one in D5 and eighteen in D6; and one in E5, none in E6. 
11 The range in the use of maps shows great variety. In 
I 
manual AS maps or map study is referred to sixty-four times. 
In A6 there are thirty-seven references; in B5, one hundred 
three, while B6 has the largest number of map references, one 
hundred thirty-five. Manual C5 has twenty-nine references 
and C6, ninety-four; D5 has sixty while D6 has thirty-seven; 
and ES has twenty-nine and ES, twenty-three. 
In the time line activity it will be noted that AS refers 
to time lines eleven times and A6, twice; B5 has five references 
and B6, three; C5 contains none and C6 has one; D5 has one and 
D6, three; E5 has eighteen references while E6 contains the 
largest number of references to use of time lines, ' nineteen. 
Written reporting activities show wide difference in 
number with A5 having the largest number of activities in 
which written reports are used, twenty-three; A6 shows twenty; 
B5 contains seven and B6, twenty-one; C5 has seven and C6, II 
twenty; D5 and D6 have four each; E5 has two while E6 has .. one ~ 
This table shows definite emphasis on oral reporting activitie ~ . 
The difference is from ninety-three in D6 to thirteen in E5. 
AS has fQrty-one and A_6, tw§lnty-_fo~r; BS g_a s t.!! i.rty_a~d _BJ~. , 
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fourteen; C5 contains sixteen oral reporting activities and 
C6, thirty; D5 has the next highest number, sixty-three; and 
E6 has twenty-one. 
Discussion activities, which are an essential part of 
most unit activities, show greater emphasis than reporting 
activities in some of the manuals analyzed. Manual B6 shows 
a definite emphasis on discussion activities, having one 
hundred sixty-seven items tabulated; A6 has the least number 
with fifteen. 
Creative expression activities show greatest emphasis 
in manual C6 with eighty-seven items recorded. Manuals C5 
and E5 have the least with nine activities in creative ex-
pression recorded. 
Construction activities, which may be considered another 
form of creative expression,show a difference in number for 
seventy-one in C6 to four each in B6 and E6. 
Trips and excursions are usually included in the plans 
for units in history, but this activity is not emphasized as 
much as other activities. The table shows that D6 suggests 
trips or excursions the greatest number of times with thirteen, 
while E5 and E6 suggest none. 
Audio-visual aids are broken down into the following 
categories; films, slides, filmstrips. Six manuals list films ) 
with manual C5 listing seventy. Slides are mentioned in 
three manuals; A5, with eighty-nine, A6 with two, and C6 with 
twenty-one. There are twenty-seven filmstrips listed in 
manual C6, nine in CJ) and one __!n A5. _ None _ of tl:le_other m1;1nuals 
f ~oston University 
~chool of Education 
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list filmstrips. 
There are six manuals suggesting the use of records. 
Manual D6 lists eighty-five recordings, while B5, B6, E5 and 
E6 list none. 
Songs as an activity are found in all manuals except B5, 
B6, E5 and E6. The largest number, tpirty-two, are found in 
manual C5. 
! the most with i'orty-two, while there is one each in A6, B6, 
II C 6, and E5 • 
Poems are listed in all manuals except B5. .I Manual C5 has 
I 
'i 
I 
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From Table II it appears that manuals A5, A6, C5 and C6 
contain the greatest variety of activities and seem to be the 
best organized with a definiteness of purpose. 
TABLE II 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
LISTED IN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE MANUALS FOR USE WITH 
HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Activity A5 A6 
Library 192 124 
Pictures 81 10 
Blackboards 21 3 
Bulletin 
Boards 18 11 
Specimens 12 5 
Maps 64 37 
Time Line 11 2 
Reporting 
Activities 
(Written) 23 20 
(Oral) 41 24 
Discussion 
Activities 18 15 
Construction 
Activities 9 17 
B5 
9 
27 
8 
7 
4 
103 
5 
7 
30 
97 
7 
Manuals 
B6 C5 
9 78 
48 18 
7 4 
8 21 
14 9 
135 29 
3 
21 7 
14 16 
167 21 
4 7 
C6 D5 D6 
160 425 380 
79 75 57 
3 37 23 
8 2 5 
18 21 18 
94 60 37 
1 1 3 
20 4 4 
30 63 93 
90 106 73 
71 17 46 
E5 
82 
155 
2 
1 
29 
18 
2 
13 
34 
5 
E6 
101 
164 
23 
19 
1 
21 
32 
4 
22 
r 
.. 
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TABLE II (Concluded) 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
LISTED IN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE MANUALS FOR USE WITH 
HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Manuals 
Activity A5 A6 B5 B6 C5 C6 D5 D6 E5 
Creative Expression 11 12 13 11 9 87 23 36 10 
Trips and Excursions 6 11 2 2 5 9 10 13 
Audio-Visual 
Films 46 21 70 51 27 
Slides 89 2 21 
Filmstrips 1 9 27 
Recordings 15 1 2 ~ 26 85 
Songs 2 1 32 1 13 3 
Poems 3 1 1 42 1 20 8 1 
E6 
25 
26 
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Table III shows the distribution or books, reading rer-
erences listed :for pupils and teachers round in the :five his-
tory aeries' manuals. 
It will be noted that manual A5 has the greatest number 
o:f re:ferences :for teachers, which is 127. E5 and E6 contain 
no rererence to teachers' books, nor does C5. 
In the number or re:ferences :for pupils there are a much 
II 
li 
IJ 
greater number with D5 having 425 and B6 having the least with ! 
63. I 
There appears to be more emphasis in the value placed on 1 
,, 
the lists o:f supplementary books for pupils in each series, 
and numbers are larger, ranging :from 63 to 425; while in the 
lists :for teachers the numbers ra.nge :from 3 to 127, with no 
lists mentioned in C5, E5, and E6. 
'I 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS, READING REFERENCE LISTS FOR 
PUPILS AND TEACHERS IN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE 
MANUALS FOR FIVE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
No. of No. of 
References References 
Manual for Teachers for Pupils 
A5 127 65 
A6 38 86 
B5 10 77 
B6 3 63 
C5 89 
C6 16 144 
D5 33 425 
D6 32 380 
E5 122 
E6 
--
101 
Table IV shows types of reading abilities listed in the 
fifth and sixth grade manuals for five history textbooks' 
series. 
In the use of reference materials the following skills 
are emphasized: 
1. Use of indices 
2. Use of encyclopedias 
3. Use of dictionary 
4. Library facilities, such as card catalogue, The 
Readers' Guide, World Almanac, atlases, and other 
reference material. 
It will be noted that in all manuals, with the exception 
of Manual D6, use of indices, dictionary, encyclopedia, and 
library facilities are mentioned. Use of card catalogue is 
noted in six of the ten manuals. It is not mentioned in 
I. 
I 
I 
·I 
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manuals C5, D5, D6, or E5. I• 
,, 
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1: 
The Readers' Guide is mentioned as a reference in manuals 
A5, A6, and C6, and is not mentioned in the seven other manuals. 
In the other reference material category, only D6 gives 
no mention to other reference material. 
Preparation and presentation of reports consisted of the 
following: 
1. Note-taking and reviewing notes to organize reports 
2. Making a simple outline 
3. Making a summary 
4. Reading notes while making an oral report 
5. Reading selected passages orally to class. 
All manuals except D6 and E6 make use of this activity. 
Reading selected passages orally to class is noted and 
checked in all manuals with the exception of B6. 
Under the heading of facility in recognizing and getting 
aid from typographical devices, the following were noted: 
1. Captions and section headings 
2. Italics 
3. Boldface print 
4. Footnotes 
The above mentioned reading skills were used in manuals A5, A6, 
II 
and B5. C6 does refer to captions and section headings, but 1 
not to the other three items. The other manuals make no I 
reference to captions, italics, boldface print, or footnotes. 1 
It appears that reading skills are emphasized in nearly 
all the ten manuals. 
25 
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TABLE IV 
TYPES OF READING ABILITIES LISTED IN THE FIFTH AND 
SIXTH GRADE MANUALS FOR FIVE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Manuals 
Reading Skills A5 A6 B5 B6 C5 C6 D5 D6 E5 E6 
Use of reference materials 
Using indices X X X X X X X X X 
Using dictionary X X X X X X X X X X 
Using encyclopedias X X X X X X X X X X 
Using library facilities, X X X X X X X X X X 
such as, card catalogue, X X X X X 
The Readers' Guide, X X X 
The World Almanac, X X X X 
Atlases, X X X X X X 
Other reference material X X X X X X X X X 
Preparation and presents-
tion of reports 
II 
Note-taking and review-
I' ing notes to organize reports X X X X X X X X 
Making a simple outline X X X X X X X 
Making a surmnary X X X X X X X 
Reading notes while 
making an oral report X X X X X X 
Reading selected pas-
sages orally to class X X X X X X X X X 
Facility in recognizing 
and getting aid from 
tlEo5raEhical devices 
Captions and section 
headings X X X X 
Italics X X X 
Bold.face print X X X X 
Footnotes X X X 
Table V contains a list of the types of tests found in 
I 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
II 
five fifth and sixth grade history textbook manuals. It is 
notably significant that the essay-type test is not mentioned 
in any of the history manuals. The essay-type examination has I 
fallen into disfavor for use in the middle grades. 
All manuals,with the exception of B5 and B6,make use of 
the objective-type test. Manuals A5, A6, D5, and D6 make use II 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
of true-false tests, while the other manuals do not. Comple-
tion tests are suggested in six of the manuals, but not for 
manuals B5, B6, or E5 and E6. Multiple-choice of matching-
type tests are suggested in seven of the ten manuals. Manuals 11 I 
B5, B6, and C6 do not make use of this type of test. 
Teacher-made tests refer to tests which are objective 
in nature and based on content of text being studied. In 
I 
manuals A5 and A6, D5 and D6, teacher-made tests are suggested. 
The history-workshop type of test is used only in manuals B5 
and B6. 
Comprehension tests are suggested in six manuals, while 
in A5 and A6, and B5 and B6 no mention is made of this type of ll 
test. 
It is noteworthy that manuals A5 and AS, D5 and D6 make 
use of a greater variety of tests than do the other manuals. 
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TABLE V 
TYPES OF TESTS LISTED IN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE MANUALS 
FOR FIVE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Type of Manuals 
Test A5 A6 B5 B6 C5 C6 D5 D6 E5 E6 
Essay Test 
Objective Test X X X X X X X X 
True-False X X X X 
Completion X X X X X X 
Multiple-Choice X X X X 
Matching X X X X X X X 
Teacher Made X X X X 
History Workshop X X 
Comprehension X X X X X X 
Table VI shows the manuals which have included general 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
and professional reading lists. These lists provide background 
reading for the teacher of social studies. 
The cheek beside each item indicates that those manuals 
have such a list of books. Manuals A5, A6, C5, C6, D5, and 
D6, as the table shows, include this valuable teaching aid, 
I' 
j\ while manuals B5, B~ , :$5, and E6 do not list these general 
and professional reading books. 
Professional readings are distinctively and basically 
those books covering a wide range of subject matter, such as, 
social studies, learning and thinking, art, methods of teach- 11 
ing history, community resources, teaching critical thinking, 
the elementary school, human relations, planning in education ' 
and intercultural education, in order to give the teacher 
1 background for teaching the social studies. 
-~ In the general referen~~ "- _category this listing 2_f_ b_ooks 
'I 
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is mainly history texts to give rich background to the teacher J 
It appears that in both general re~erences and pro~es­
sional readings the manuals in each series ~or grades ~ive and l• I 
six which include these lists are greater in number than those
1 
that do not. 
TABLE VI 
GENERAL REFERENCES AND PROFESSIONAL READINGS 
LISTED IN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE HISTORY MANUALS 
General Pro~essional 
Manual Re~erences Readings 
A5 X X 
A6 X X 
B5 
B6 
C5 X X 
C6 X X 
D5 X :X 
D6 X X 
E5 
E6 
I 
I 
Table VII indicates the procedures used in developing the 11 
units as suggested in the history manuals. It can readily be 
seen that manuals A5 and A6 include all the procedures, namely ~ 
overview, understandings _. to be developed, introducing the 
unit, activities, and suggested evaluation. 
All the manuals indicate the use o~ activities, but only I! 
manuals A5 and A6 list overview. Only manuals A5, A6, and C5 I 
specifically state the use o~ understandings to be developed. 
The procedure introducing the unit is used in all the 
manuals except B5, B6, E5, and E6. Suggested evaluation is 
used only in manuals A5, A6, D5, and D6. 
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In the planning of the manuals, A5 and A6 show more even 
distribution of procedures and more detailed organization. 
TABLE VII 
LIST OF PROCEDURES USED FOR DEVELOPING THE UNITS IN 
FIVE FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE MANUALS OF 
HISTORY TEXT SERIES 
Manuals 
Procedures A5 A6 B5 B6 .05 C6 D5 D6 E5 E6 
Overview X X 
Understandings to 
be developed X X X 
Introducing the unit X X X X X X 
Activities X X X X X X X X X X 
Suggested evaluation X X X X 
Table VIII shows the wpes of appraisal and evaluation 
I, 
1: 
techniques listed in the fifth and sixth grade history manuals. 
I 
All manuals indicate techniques relating to ability to 
work co-operatively; ability to accept responsibility; atti-
tudes leading to the sharing of information, tools and mater-
ials; skill in preparing, giving and listening to reports; 
skill in planning wor~ and participating in discussion; and 
attitudes of respect for the opinions and property of others. 
There is an even distribution among all the manuals in 
the types of appraisal and evaluation techni ques, with the 
exception of the use of anecdota l records, which are used only 
by manuals D5 and D6. 
---- -= 
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TABLE VIII 
TYPES OF APPRAISAL AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES LISTED IN 
FIVE FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE HISTORY SERIES' MANUALS 
Techniques AS A6 B5 B6 
Manuals 
C5 C6 D5 D6 E5 E6 
Ability to work coopera-
tively in groups X X X X X X X X X X 
Ability to accept re- I 
sponsibility X X X X X X X X X X 
Attitudes of respect for I 
the opinions and prop-
erty of others X X X X X X X X X X 
Attitudes leading to the 
sharing of information, 
tools, and materials X X X X X X X X X X 
Skill in planning work 
and participating in 
discussion X X X X X X X X X X 
Skill in preparing, 
giving, and listening 
to reports X X X X X X X X X X 
Anecdotal records X X 
Table IX shows the number of addresses of publishers and 
also the addresses of sources of audio-visual aids listed 
alphabetically at the end of some of the manuals. Manuals I 
II 
B5, B6, D5, D6, E5, and E6 show no special listing of pub- I 
lishers or sources of audio-visual aids. 
Table IX may not be as significant as other tables, but 
it is mos t helpful to find listed alphabetically sources of 
supplementary books and audio-visual aids in planning units in : 
history. 
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TABLE IX 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLISHERS AND ADDRESSES OF 
SOURCES OF AUDIO-VISUAL TEACHING AIDS LISTED IN FIVE 
FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE HISTORY SERIES' MANUALS 
Manual 
A5 
A6 
B5 
B6 
C5 
C6 
D5 
D6 
E5 
E6 
Addresses of 
Publishers 
55 
32 
35 
Addresses of 
Sources of 
Audio-Visual Aids 
32 
54 
77 
26 
I' 
Table X endeavors to show the different types and various , 
ways in which a unit is introduced to a alas s in the teaching '' 
o:f history. 
As is indicated in the table, all manuals use pictures, 
maps, stories, blackboard and bulletin board displays, and 
the history text. All units appear to open with a discussion. 
There is a distinctiveness about manual A5 in that it 
includes every type of introduction, with the exception of 
workshop sheets, problem, and dramatization activities. 
Manuals B5 and B6 do not have the variety of activities con-
tained in the other manuals. 
Many of the activities mentioned and listed are used at 
same time during the teaching of the unit, but not as intro-
ductions. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the manuals or 
teacher's guides of five history textbook series on the fifth 
and sixth grade levels. 
I To carry out this study, the manuals were analyzed accord-
ing to the following: 
1. Number of pages per manual. 
2. Number of units or chapters in each manual. 
3. Numerical distribution of types of classroom activities. 
4. Number of references for teachers. 
5. Number of references for pupils• 
6. Types of reading abilities. 
7. Types of tests found in the manuals. 
8. Listing of general references and professional 
readings. 
9. List of procedures used for developing the units. I! 
10. Li sting of types of appraisal and evaluation tech-
n i ques. 
11. Numerical distribution of publishers and sources of 
· audio-visual aids. 
12. Ways in which unit s in history are introduced in the 
manuals. 
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The number or pages in the manuals varied rrom 60 to 195. 
The number or units listed went rrom 4 to 11; the number or 
chapters showed a dirrerence of from 22 chapters to 27. 
Numerical distribution or all activities found in the 
manuals.-- Manuals D5 and D6 showed the greatest number in the 
library activity. Manuals E5 and E6 emphasized pictures. In 
manuals B5 and B6 many activities centered around maps. All 
but one manual used the time line activity. Reporting activi-
ties, both oral and written, were suggested in all manuals. 
In the discussion activities the greatest emphasis was in 
manuals B6 and D5; however, the discussion activities were 
particularly important in every manual. Creative expression 
and constructive activities have some similarity and may be 
considered together. Manual C6 used both of these activities 
more often than all the other manuals. Trips and excursions 
were suggested in all manual~ with the exception of manuals E5 
and E6. Audio-visual aids included rilms, slides, filmstrips 
and recordings and were suggested as activities more consis-
tently in manuals A5, A6, C5 and C6, and were not used in 
manuals B5, B6, D5 and D6. Manual C5 had the greatest number 
of rererences to songs and poems than any other manuals. 
Distribution of books, reading rererence lists ror pupils 
I 
and teachers.-- All manuals listed rererences ror pupils, the 
l i st varying considerably from 63 to 425 books. Manuals C5, 
E5, and E6 did not list any references for teachers. 
Types of reading abilities listed in the firth and sixth 
r 'Boston University 
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grade manuals.-- The following skills were emphasized: 
Use of reference materials 
1. Using indices 
2. Using the dictionary 
3. Using encyclopedias 
4. Using library facilities, such as, card catalogue, 
The Readers' Guide, The World Almanac, atlases, and 
other reference material 
Preparation and presentation of reports 
1. Note-taking and reviewing notes to organize reports 
2. Making a simple outline 
3. Making a summary 
4. Reading notes while making an oral report 
5. Reading selected passages orally to class 
I 
Facility in recognizing and getting aid from typographical 
devices 
1. Captions and section headings 
2. Italics 
3. Boldface print 
4. Footnotes 
The reading skills had a more consistent distribution in all 
the history manuals. It appears that nearly all the manuals 
I 
emphasized reading skills; however, manuals A5 and A6 suggested 
every type of reading skill listed • 
Types of tests listed in fifth and sixth grade manuals.--
The essay type test which has fallen into disfavor for use in 'I 
the middle grades was not listed for use in any of the manuals~' 
I 
Objective tests were suggested in every manual, with the ex- !, 
caption of manuals B5 and B6, which had history workshop type 
tests. 
General reference and professional readings.-- It was 
found that manuals A5, A6, C5, C6, D5 and D6 had lists of 
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professional and general reference readings, while manuals BS, 
B6, ES and E6 did not have such lists. 
Lists of procedures used for developing units.-- Manuals 
AS and A6 had the most even distribution of procedures for 
developing the units, which consisted of the following: 
1. Overview 
2. Introducing the unit 
3. Understandings to be developed 
4. Activities 
S. Suggested evaluation 
All the manuals included the use of activities. Manuals A5 and 
A6 listed all five of the above procedures. Manuals B5, B6, 
C5, C6, ES and E6 did not list the procedure, suggested evalu-
ation. Manuals AS, A6, and C5 listed understandings to be 
developed, and the others did not. Only manuals B5, B6, and 
E5 and E6 did not list the procedure, introducing the unit. 
Types of appraisal and evaluation techniques listed in 
fifth and sixth grade manuals.-- All manuals used every ap-
praisal and evaluation technique, with the exception of the 
technique of anecdotal records, which were suggested for use 
in manuals D5 and D6 only. 
Numerical distribution of publishers and addresses of 
sources of audio-visual aids.-- Manuals AS, C5, and C6 listed 
addresses of sources of audio-visual aids. The other manuals 
did not contain these helpful lists. II 
Ways in which units are introduced in fifth and sixth 
grade history manuals.-- Manuals AS and A6 had a wider variety 
and more numerous and interesting ways of introducing the units 
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than the other manuals. All the manuals used pictures, ma!l_~·~r~--
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discussions, blackboard and bulletin board displays. 
Throughout the entire analysis manuals A5 and A6 appeared 
to have more teaching aids and showed greater variety or ma-
terials and better organization that the other manuals. 
The writer hopes that this study will prove the userul-
ness or manuals in the teaching of history in grades five and 
six. 
Suggestions for rurther studl·-- The following topics 
might be considered ror further research: 
1. The same type of study might be carried out · in ana-
lyz ing manuals of other history texts' aeries. 
2. The same type of analysis could be made with history 
textbook manuals on other grade levels. 
3. A study could be made using geography text manuals 
for analysis. 
4. A similar type of analysis could be carried out using 
the fused course of study which includes both history 
and geography. 
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